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THE “BUNDLE 
OF STICKS”

• Rights in property (i.e. “sticks”) may be 
owned simultaneously by several parties

• Each “stick” in the bundle represents an 
individual right

• Multiple parties can own one, some or all of 
the “sticks” 

◦ Examples: Right to use the land, right to 
sell it, 

right to lease it, right to enter it, right to 
give it

away and the right to employ any 
number,

or all of these rights.
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“OIL, GAS AND OTHER 
MINERALS”
• Most states definition of “oil, gas and other 
minerals” is very broad

• Texas

• Minerals:  Uranium, coal (except on the 
surface), oil, gas

• Not Minerals:  limestone, surface shale, 
surface coal, caliche, building stones, sand, 
gravel and water

• Specific language is always preferred
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GRANTING 
CLAUSE -
SEVERING 
MINERALS 

FROM 
THE  SURFACE Severance Usually Occurs in 

Two Ways

Landowner sells the 
minerals and retains the 
surface by reservation

Landowner sells the 
surface and retains the 
minerals by reservation

The Mineral Estate Can Be 
Severed from the Surface
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GRANTING CLAUSE - SEVERING 
MINERALS FROM THE  SURFACE

The Mineral Estate is 
dominant over the servient 

Surface Estate

Dominant Estate: The owner 
of the dominant estate is 

permitted to do something to 
the servient estate (e.g. Drill 

for oil and gas)

Servient Estate: The owner of 
the servient estate is 

burdened by the dominant 
estate.
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GRANTING CLAUSE -
RIGHTS OF THE MINERAL 
AND SURFACE ESTATE 
HOLDERS
Common Law Rights of the Mineral Interest 
Holder

• The surface estate exists for the benefit of 
the mineral owner.

• Reasoning: the mineral estate is worthless 
without reasonable access to explore and 
produce minerals

• Mineral owners can use the surface as is 
reasonably necessary for mineral 
exploration and production
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GRANTING 
CLAUSE -
RIGHTS OF 
THE 
MINERAL 
AND 
SURFACE 
ESTATE 
HOLDERS

• Rights and Protections for the Surface Estate Holder

• Negotiated lease provisions 

• Restoration, mutual agreement as to well 
location, etc.

• Contractual arrangements such as Surface Use 
Agreements

• Conformity to local, state and federal laws and 
regulations

• Ex: Prohibit drilling within 200 feet of a dwelling

• Deed restrictions by a subdivider
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GRANTING CLAUSE 
- DUE REGARD 
THEORY, 
REASONABLY 
NECESSARY TEST 
AND 
ACCOMMODATION 
DOCTRINE

• Mineral estate must have “due regard” for the 
needs of the surface estate owner.

Due Regard Theory 

• No restriction on mineral owner’s use of the 
surface if such use is “reasonably necessary” to 
develop the minerals.

Reasonably Necessary Test

• Inconvenience to the lessee of adopting an 
alternative to the proposed method of operation 
must be weighed against the surface owner’s 
right to use the surface in a manner that did not 
unreasonably interfere with the lessee’s right to 
develop the minerals.

• Getty Oil v. Jones, 470 S.W.2d 618 (Tex. 1971)

• Example: Rotating Irrigation Arms on Lessor’s 
Land, which are interfered by “Rocking Horse” 
Pump Jacks.

Accommodation Doctrine
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GRANTING 
CLAUSE - OIL 
AND GAS 
RIGHTS

Mineral 
Interest

• Owner of 
mineral rights 
under property

• Executive Right -
Right to lease or 
sell the mineral 
interest.

Royalty 
Interests

• Landowner’s 
Royalty: mineral 
interest owner’s 
compensation 
under the lease.

• Nonparticipating 
/Overriding 
Royalty: royalty 
interest carved 
out of a mineral 
interest.
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GRANTING 
CLAUSE -
OIL AND 
GAS RIGHTS

Mineral/Royalty Distinction

◦ Royalty Does Not Have Right of Surface Use

◦ Royalty is Non-Cost-Bearing

◦ Royalty Does Not Have Right to Lease (No 
Executive Rights)

◦ Royalty Does Not Share in Lease Benefits (Bonus, 
Delay Rentals)
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• The “Standard” Producers 88 lease form has been modified
hundreds of times

• Many “boilerplate” lease terms are

important and may be modified

• It is important to read the Lease Form

GRANTING CLAUSE - LEASE FORM - THERE 
IS NO STANDARD LEASE FORM
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GRANTING 
CLAUSE - OIL 
AND GAS 
LEASING

Lease: An agreement executed by the 
mineral owner (Lessor) to another 
(Lessee) granting the exclusive right 
to explore, drill and produce oil and 
gas from a particular tract of land

• A Lessor may also be a County, State or the 
Federal Government

Bonus:  Cash consideration paid for 
execution of a the lease, anywhere 
from $10 per acre to $30,000 per 

acre.
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GRANTING 
CLAUSE - OIL 
AND GAS 
LEASING

Working Interest: The rights to 
work on the leased property 

to search, develop and 
produce oil and gas, and the 
obligation to pay all costs, 

obtained by the Lessee.

Landowner Royalty: Share of 
production revenues free of 

costs of production, generally 
dies with the lease
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GRANTING 
CLAUSE - OIL 
AND GAS 
LEASING

Overriding Royalty: The 
“dealmaker’s” or 

“middleman’s” interest, 
similar to a Landowner 

Royalty, often terminates 
with the lease

Nonparticipating Royalty:  
Similar to an Overriding 

Royalty, but often survives 
lease termination. (other 

than WI, LR, and OR.)
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GRANTING CLAUSE - OIL AND 
GAS LEASING

Leasehold Interests

Working Interest

Landowner's Royalty
Interest

Overriding Royalty
Interest

Nonparticipating Royalty
Interest
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GRANTING CLAUSE - LEASED 
PROPERTY

•What property are you leasing?

◦ Be aware of “Mother Hubbard” clauses
◦ Leased property can be limit by acreage,

formation and depth

•Lease only part of property where production is anticipated
◦ Pugh clause: At the end of the lease term, the lease expires as to

all lands not used by the operator
◦ Horizontal: By acreage as defined by the spacing unit
◦ Vertical: By formation/depth

◦ If no Pugh clause is included in the lease, the operator holds all
lands, which can result in lost bonuses and delayed production
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GRANTING 
CLAUSE –
MOTHER 
HUBBARD 

•The legal description of the property covered 
by the lease is typically followed by a clause 
which reads as follows: "[T]he lease  also 
covers adjacent or contiguous tracts owned or 
claimed by Lessor." 

▪ This is the "Mother Hubbard" (cover-all 
clause). The purpose of Mother Hubbard 
is to make inadvertent omissions of small 
strips due to improper descriptions, 
adverse possession, survey errors, 
easements, et cetera subject to the lease. 

▪ Does a large tract next to the leased 
property, owned by Lessor but not 
specifically described, become subject to 
the lease under Mother Hubbard? 

▪ The courts have said “No.”
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DURATION -
LEASE TERM 
AND 
RENEWALS

• Primary Term (Paid-Up Lease)

• The longer an operator has to begin production, the 
longer the potential delay in royalty income, i.e. “the 
real money”

• Traditionally, Leases had 10 years terms  

• Today, common terms include 3 year leases with a 2 year 
option to extend, or 5 years, with no option to extend

• Delay Rentals

• A payment to the Lessor for a period during the primary 
term without drilling to extend the lease

• These are not as common today, replaced by higher 
bonuses

• Compare rates with neighboring land owners and 
recorded leases
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DURATION OF 
THE LEASE

Problems in lease 
termination disputes 
are controlled by the 

(1) the Habendum 
Clause, (2) the 

concept of 
production and  (3) 

the relationship 
between the 

Habendum Clause, 
the Drilling and Delay 

Rental Clause and 
several Savings 

Clauses in the Lease 
Form. 

The Habendum 
Clause (aka the 

Term Clause) fixes 
the ultimate 

duration of the 
lease (the longest 
possible time the 
lease may last). 

The Drilling and 
Delay Rental 

Clause can cause 
the lease to 

terminate earlier. 

Savings Clauses  ( 
the Operations 

Clause, the Shut-
in Royalty Clause 

and the Force 
Majeure Clause) 
enable the lease 

to remain in effect 
by something 

other than 
production. 

The Timeline —
the Primary and 
Secondary Terms 
– is controlled by 
the Habendum 
and Drilling and 
Delay Rental 
Clauses which 
splits the term of 
the lease into two 
segments. 

•The first period 
(primary term) sets a 
number of years 
during which drilling 
operations must begin 
or delay rentals must 
be paid. 

•Generally if drilling 
operations are not 
being conducted 
within one year after 
the lease is entered, 
the lease terminates 
unless an  agreed sum 
is paid to the lessor. 

•This sum is a delay 
rental - must be paid 
on each subsequent 
anniversary date of the 

If production is 
not established by 
the end of the 
primary term, the 
lease will end. 

•If production has been 
established, the lease 
will continue into its 
secondary term and 
last so long as 
substances covered by 
the lease continue to 
be produced. 
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DURATION -
EXTENSION OF 
THE PRIMARY 
AND 
SECONDARY 
TERMS

The primary and secondary terms of 
the lease may be extended via the 
shut-in provisions, dry-hole 
provisions and cessation-of-
production provisions. 
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DURATION -
EXTENSION OF 
THE PRIMARY 
AND 
SECONDARY 
TERMS

The Operations Clause is the most complex of 
the savings clauses. 

It covers three common contingencies that might 
occur in the course of developing an oil and gas lease 
– Operations, Dry Hole, and Cessation of Production.

It is designed to save the lease from lapsing in 
situations where it would lapse under the language 
of the Habendum Clause. 

The operations clause provides that the lease won't 
expire while the Lessee is engaged in drilling or 
reworking operations.
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ROYALTY CLAUSE
Royalty is paid to the Lessor by the Lessee as partial 
consideration for the lease. 

• If production is obtained, royalty will likely be the main compensation received 
by the Lessor for the lease.

• Royalty is simply a share of the product payable in kind or in money free of the 
cost of production. 

• The Lessor's fractional share of production, represented by his royalty, is 
negotiated between Lessor and Lessee. 

• Today, royalty can be any amount that the parties negotiate which normally 
range between 1/8 and 1/4. 

• Once a lease relationship is entered into and production obtained, there are 
two ways that a lessor can increase royalty income.

• Increase the volume of production on which royalty is due; or

• Increase the value of such production.

• The implied covenants — reasonable development and protection against 
drainage — are the lessors' primary tools for maximizing volume. 
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ROYALTY -
ADDITIONAL 
LEASEHOLD 
COMPENSATION

A landowner who owns the surface 
and minerals may request 
additional compensation for:

◦ Well sites, roads, water 
retention, or other surface 
disturbances

◦ Operator liability for standing 
crop damage,  field drainage and 
timber
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SEVERED ROYALTY
• Quantum of Royalty—Two Basic 
Types:

• Fractional Royalty

• Fraction OF Royalty
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SEVERED 
ROYALTY

• Examples (assume 1/8th lease 
royalty):

• 1/16th royalty entitles owner to 1 
out of 16 barrels oil produced

• 1/16th OF royalty entitles owner 
to 1 out of 128 barrels of oil 
produced (1/16 X 1/8)
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SEVERED 
ROYALTY

Fractional Royalty: 
Fraction or 
Percentage of 
gross production.  
Entitled to share of 
gross production, 
free of costs, in 
amount fixed by 
fractional size of 
interest.

Examples:

• “Undivided 1/16th

royalty interest”

• “A 1/4th royalty”
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SEVERED 
ROYALTY

• Fraction OF Royalty: Entitles 
owner to share in production, free 
of costs, in amount of fraction of 
the lease royalty.

• Examples:

• “1/16th of all oil royalty”

• “1/2 interest in all royalties from 
any lease”

• “Undivided ½ interest in all of
the royalty”
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SEVERED 
ROYALTY

•Creating a Severed Royalty Interest v. a 
Mineral Interest:

• Clear drafting is extremely important. 

• The following incidents are suggestive 
of a mineral interest:

• The deed describes it as a mineral 
interest.

• The grant or reservation is of minerals 
“in and under” the lands or “in and 
under and that may be produced” 
from the lands.

• Language granting the owner of the 
interest the right to enter the 
premises and develop the underlying 
minerals.  
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SEVERED ROYALTY
• The following examples are suggestive of a 

royalty interest:

• The deed describes it as a royalty interest.

• The grant or reservation is of oil and gas 
“produced and saved” or “produced, saved 
and marketed” from the lands.

• Language indicating the owner of the interest 
has no right to lease or otherwise develop 
the property. 

• Do not mix a mineral interest with those of a 
royalty interest.  Doing so will create 
ambiguities and may require a stipulation or 
quiet title action.
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SEVERED 
ROYALTY

Typical 
Conveyance of 
Mineral 
Interest

•“An undivided ½ 
of the oil, gas and 
other minerals in 
and under . . . ”

Typical 
Conveyance of 
Royalty Interest

•“An undivided 
1/16th royalty of all 
the oil and gas 
produced and 
saved from . . . ”
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ROYALTY -
LIFE ESTATES

Examples:

Owen owns Blackacre.  Owen 
conveys Blackacre: “to Adam, 
for life, remainder to Bob, his 
heirs, successors and assigns.”

Owen owns Blackacre.  Owen 
conveys Blackacre: “to Bob, 
reserving a life estate in Adam.”
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ROYALTY -
LIFE ESTATES

• Unless the Creating Instruments Says 
Otherwise:

• Life Tenant: Can grant right to enter 
premises, but cannot grant right to explore 
for or develop minerals.

• Remaindermen:  Can grant right to explore 
for and development the minerals without 
liability for waste, but no right to enter the 
premises until the life estate ends.
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ROYALTY -
LIFE ESTATES

General Rule: 

Mineral lease jointly executed by 
both life tenant and remainderman, 
or mineral lease executed by either 
life tenant or remainderman and 
ratified by the other interest owner, 
confers upon the lessee the right to 
explore for and develop minerals.
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ROYALTY -
LIFE ESTATES

• If instrument fails to specify how 
income is shared, the following rules 
apply:

• Life tenant gets all rental income.
• Bonus, royalty and all income from 

production constitutes corpus and 
must be retained for 
remainderman; life tenant gets 
interest.

• Remainderman gets no income 
during life tenants life.
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ROYALTY -
LIFE ESTATES

Sample Language Allowing Life 
Tenant to Lease and Receive All 
Associated Payments:

“EXCEPTING and RESERVING to the 
Grantor, the full use, control, 
income and possession of the 
described property, including 
without limitation, the right to 
lease and receive the bonuses, 
rentals and royalties therefrom, 
without liability for depletion or 
waste, for and during Grantor’s 
natural life.”
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ROYALTY - CONVEYANCES TO 
MULTIPLE GRANTEES

Most typically encountered 
in conveyances relating to 

estate planning.  

Issues that frequently arise 
include:

Under-conveyances or over-
conveyances resulting from 

the grantor’s 
misunderstanding of the 

exact amount of OGM 
actually owned.

Under-conveyances 
resulting from the use of 

consecutive deeds referring 
to a fractional amount of 
the OGM owned by the 

grantor.  
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ROYALTY -
CONVEYANCES 
TO MULTIPLE 
GRANTEES

• Example 1- Dad believes that he 
owns 1/3 of the OGM in and under 
Blackacre.  Dad executes a deed 
conveying an undivided 1/9 interest 
of the OGM in and under Blackacre
to each of his three children.

• Dad dies.  It turns out that Dad 
owned ½ of the OGM in and under 
Blackacre.  Dad’s estate must be 
probated to distribute the 
remaining minerals.
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ROYALTY -
CONVEYANCES 
TO MULTIPLE 
GRANTEES

• Alternatively, it turns out that 
Dad owns ¼ of the OGM in and 
under Blackacre.  The 
conveyance is ambiguous.  A 
stipulation or quiet title action 
is necessary.

• Can be avoided by conveying 
all of Dad’s interest in 
Blackacre to the children in 
equal shares vs. a specific 
interest in the tract to each 
child.  
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ROYALTY -
DUHIG RULE

General Rule: Where full effect 
cannot be given both to the interest 
conveyed in the granting clause of a 
warranty deed and to the interest 
reserved b/c of previous 
outstanding interest in third party, 
priority will be given to the interest 
conveyed in the granting clause 
rather than to the interest reserved 
until full effect is given to interest 
conveyed.

Simplified:

“If you grant more than you own, 
then you are the odd man out.”
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ROYALTY -
DUHIG RULE

• Example:
• Joe owns Blackacre, and conveys 

to Bill, reserving an undivided 
1/4th mineral interest.

• Bill conveys Blackacre to Steve 
by warranty deed, reserving an 
undivided 1/4th mineral interest.

• Results in overconveyance. 
(Steve’s 3/4ths, Bill’s = 0, and 
Joe’s 1/4th).

• Because Steve (legally) believed 
he owned ¾.
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ROYALTY -
DUHIG 
RULE

 Key Question: Not 
what grantor purported 
to retain for himself, 
but what he purported 
to give the grantee.
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ROYALTY -
DUHIG RULE

Avoiding the Duhig Rule: A Duhig
situation can be avoided by couching the 
reservation in terms of a  portion of the 
grantors interest.  This approach prevents 
a conflict between the purported grant 
and reservation.

◦ If Bob intends to reserve all of the 
minerals he owns under a given tract, 
he should reserve “all oil, gas and other 
minerals owned by grantor” rather 
than the fractional interest he believes 
he owns.
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ROYALTY -
DUHIG 
RULE

• If Sue intends to reserve half of 
the minerals she owns under a 
given tract, she should reserve 
“an undivided one-half of all oil, 
gas and other minerals owned 
by grantor” rather than the 
fractional interest she believes 
this to be.
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IMPLIED 
COVENANTS

Implied Covenants - A promise in a lease (or other 
instrument) that is not written, but implied. May 
bind lessor and lessee (quiet enjoyment) but it 
usually imposes duties upon lessee and gives lessors 
rights.

▪Common Implied Covenants.

▪To Test

▪To protect against drainage

▪To reasonably develop

▪To further explore

▪To market

▪To operate diligently and prudently.
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IMPLIED 
COVENANTS

The Reasonable Prudent Operator (RPO)

▪ The reasonable prudent operator standard, like the 
reasonable man standard in contracts and torts, is a 
device for applying an objective standard to define the 
scope of the Lessee's duty.

▪ The reasonable prudent operator standard is higher 
than the standard of "good faith“ which is imposed on 
every party to a contract. 

▪ However, the reasonable prudent operator is not a 
fiduciary — not a person who acts primarily for the 
benefit of someone else. 

▪ The reasonable prudent operator can do what is in his 
own self-interest, but he has to act.

o in good faith; 

o competently; 

o with due regard for the interests of the Lessor.

▪ Acting with due regard means the reasonable prudent 
operator must consider the Lessor's interest while 
pursuing his own interest.
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IMPLIED 
COVENANTS

Implied Covenant to Operate Diligently and 
Properly. 

o Can substantially overlap other 
covenants.

o broadest of six covenants - plaintiffs 
prefer tort claims over covenants because 
of punitive damages.

o Most common complaints under diligence 
covenant.

 lessee has damaged property; 

 lessee has prematurely abandoned a 
well capable of producing profitably; 

 lessee failed to use advanced 
production techniques; 

 lessee failed to protect the lessor by 
seeking favorable administrative action.
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WARRANTY CLAUSE

Warranty clause: a specific covenant of title from the lessor to the lessee.  

• The language is not a general warranty.  

• It creates only a covenant of warranty, a promise to defend the lessee against future 
lawful claims and demands.   

• There is no breach until the lessee is physically or constructively ousted from the property.  

• This permits the lessee to recover damages from lessor if there is a failure of title.  

• Most states limit the liability to the actual damages up to the amount paid plus interest.  

• The warranty clause may also protect a lessee by making available the doctrine of after 
acquired title.
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WARRANTY-
LEASE 
WARRANTY 
CLAUSE

Warranty Clause

• “Lessor hereby warrants and agrees to defend the 
title to the lands herein described . . .”

• Justifications for striking the provision

◦ Landowner is not sure what he owns

◦ Large ownership interest gives the landowner 
leverage

◦ The operator wants to drill yesterday
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FORCE MAJEURE CLAUSE
Leases generally contain provisions that protect the oil companies from 
liability and loss of the lease whenever causes reasonably beyond their 
control suspend operations - known as the force majeure clause.

▪The principle behind the force majeure clause excuses performance (or 
extends the time for performance) because of unforeseeable factors 
beyond the Lessee's control.

▪These kinds of occurrences beyond the parties' control — called acts of 
force majeure — are specifically addressed under this clause and 
typically include acts of God, weather, labor shortages, government 
interference.

▪A force majeure clause does not excuse performance every time 
something unexpected happens.

▪The act of force majeure has to be identified in the lease and that 
event has to prevent performance. 

▪There has to be a nexus between the event and the nonperformance.

▪Delays that are caused by strikes, ice storms, governmental regulations 
should indicate a force majeure issue.
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OIL AND GAS 
TITLES
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OIL AND GAS 
TITLES
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•examiner 

searches the 

official records of 

the county 

records and other 

county offices 

where land is 

located 

•examiner 

reviews an 

abstract (from 

abstract company 

or prior opinion) 

of all instruments 

affecting title to 

the property 

•examiners review 

deeds to determine 

interests created 

and reserved and in 

the process 

encounter a familiar 

list of problems and 

issues 

Stand Up Title 

Search: 
Sit-Down Search: 

Examiners Interpret 

Mineral and Royalty 

Deeds: 

OIL AND GAS 
TITLES
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OIL AND GAS 
TITLES
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OIL AND GAS 
TITLES

“Mineral or Royalty” question “Two Grant” problem

“Double and Restated” Fractions issues 

The Meaning of “Other Minerals”

The “Duhig” Rule

Executive Right issues (nature and duty)

Reservations from land “described or conveyed”

“Rule Against Perpetuities” in the oil patch

“Mother Hubbard” and “Catch All Clauses”

Non-apportionment Doctrine
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OIL AND GAS 
TITLES – “TWO 
GRANT 
PROBLEM”

© C. WILLIAM SMALLING PC 56

French Deed

That I George Calvert 
(Grantor), . . . do grant, 
bargain, sell, convey, 
set over, assign and 
deliver unto Captain M. 
Paul, an undivided Fifty 
(50) acre interest, being 
an undivided 
1/656.17th interest in 
and to all of the oil, gas 
and other minerals, in, 
under and that may be 
produced from the 
following described 
lands. . . .



OIL AND GAS 
TITLES –
“TWO GRANT 
PROBLEM”
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OIL AND GAS 
TITLES
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Texas Supreme Court Held:

Deed conveyed a 
single 1/12 mineral interest

Adopts “Four 
Corners” approach;

“Future lease” 
clause informative but not a 
separate conveyance

Requires clear two-
grant language (never appears 
in forms)

State of Law in Texas:

“Two grant” approach is dead 
or dying



OIL AND GAS 
TITLES –
DOUBLE 
FRACTIONS

Double Fraction Ambiguities

Title examiners may encounter difficulty 
determining the size of the interest reserved 
or conveyed. Anytime someone who owns 
less than all of the minerals conveys or 
reserves a fractional interest, an ambiguity 
may exist as to whether the grant or 
reservation is intended to be a fraction of 
the whole estate or a fraction of that part of 
the estate owned by the grantor. This 
situation is called the “double fraction 
problem.” 
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OIL AND GAS 
TITLES –
DOUBLE 
FRACTIONS

Hysaw Case (2014)

Language at Issue: “That each of my children 
shall have and hold an undivided one-third 
(1/3) of an undivided one-eighth (1/8) of all 
oil, gas or other minerals in or under or that 
may be produced from any of said lands, the 
same being a non-participating royalty 
interest,” and “Child A shall receive one-
third of one- eighth royalty, provided there 
is no royalty sold or conveyed by me 
covering the lands so willed to her, and 
should there be any royalty sold during my 
lifetime then  Child A, Child B, and Child  C 
shall each receive one-third of the 
remainder of the unsold royalty.”

**Note the fraction 1/24 does not appear in 
the will
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OIL AND GAS 
TITLES –
DOUBLE 
FRACTIONS

HELD: Ethel created floating 1/3 
NPRIs in each child in  all tracts. 
Each child owned the divided tract 
devised to him or her, plus the 
executive right over that tract, and 
a 1/3 NPRI in that tract, burdened 
by a 1/3 floating NPRI in the other 
two siblings.

“Eschews” mechanical or bright-
line rules, such as “merely 
multiplying” double fractions.

Hysaw reinforces approach in recent 
decisions that  “analyze” rather than 
“merely multiply” double or 
restated fractions by noting 
significance of “estate 
misconception” and “legacy”   of   
once-common   1/8th lease   royalty. 
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OIL AND GAS 
TITLES -
MINERALS

Mineral Interests
Grantor conveys “all the 

oil, gas and other minerals” 
under Blackacre.

Who owns uranium, coal, 
lignite?

The Texas Saga:  Moser v. 
U.S. Steel Corp.:

Adopts “Ordinary & Natural 
Meaning” Test

Adopts surface substance 
list: sand, gravel, caliche, 
limestone, surface shale, 
water and “near surface” 
lignite, iron ore and coal.

Restricts Surface 
Destruction Test to pre-

June 8, 1983 deeds.
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OIL AND GAS 
TITLE - DUHIG
Duhig Rule
“Where full effect 
cannot be given 
both to the 
granted interest 
and to a reserved 
interest, the 
courts will give 
priority to the 
granted interest 
(rather than to the 
reserved interest) 
until the granted 
interest is fully 
satisfied.” Lowe, 
OIL AND GAS LAW 
IN A NUTSHELL

A  →→→ →→→ → → B → →→→ →→→ →→C 
-owns all minerals (warranty deed)
-reserves 1/2 mineral       - reserves 1/2 minerals

◦ - fails to mention A’s               
◦ reservation

What did C receive?
Duhig: - B estopped by warranty deed (owns no 

mins); C received 1/2 mineral interest
Assume A reserved 3/4 minerals. B reserves 1/4 

without noting A’s reservation (C thinks she’s getting 
3/4 minerals)

Under Duhig: C receives 1/4 from B and sues B for 
damages for other ½ for breach of warranty in deed
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OIL AND GAS TITLES

© C. WILLIAM SMALLING PC 64

EXECUTIVE RIGHT 

Does a severed executive right pass with 
conveyance in warranty deed? Yes

K → → → → →  A → → → → →G

[A owns 1/2 minerals and all executive rights]

K reserved 1/2 minerals but no executive right.

A conveys surface and minerals subject to K’s 
reservation; reserves 1/4 minerals in A.

Issue:  Who owns K’s executive right?

Held: G received 1/4 mineral right and 3/4 
executive right under “greatest estate possible” 
canon.

Solution: A’s deed to G should have expressly 
reserved K’s executive right.



OIL AND 
GAS TITLES 

-
RULE AGAINST 
PERPETUITIES

Common law rule that 
invalidates interests that may 
not vest within certain time 

period.

Does not apply to vested 
interests such as reversions or 

“possibility of reverters” 
(interest lessor retains after a 

lease) or a fee simple 
determinable (interest conveyed 

by lease to lessee).

Does not apply to 
nonparticipating royalty 

interests (NPRIs) because they  
“vested” interests.

Problem areas in oil patch: 
Springing executory interests 

created by:

Ø Top deeds and leases
Ø Reservations of term 

interests
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OIL AND 
GAS TITLES 
– RAP AND 

RESERVATION 
FROM LAND

X → A (grants all surface and minerals) 
but:

Reserves in X: “minerals for 15 years and so 
long as oil and gas are  produced.”

Ø A has a springing executory 
interest that violates RAP

Ø Texas solution: Grant and Regrant 
Fiction: Assumes A reconveyed minerals to 
X as a term interest. A now has a possibility 
of reverter and RAP does not apply.
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OIL AND GAS 
TITLES

- MOTHER 
HUBBARD

Typical “Mother Hubbard” Clause:

“This grant includes all land owned or claimed by 
grantor adjacent or contiguous to the land described 
above…”

Generally not effective to convey additional, large 
tracts of land.

Depends on wording of clause.

See J. Hiram Moore, Ltd. v. Greer (Tex. 2005): 
Departs from “plain meaning” approach and holds 
deed with “global” clause ambiguous:

“In addition to the above described lands, it is the 
intent of this instrument to convey…all of grantor’s 
royalty and overriding royalty interest in all oil, gas 
and other minerals in the above-named county or 
counties, whether actually or properly described 
herein or not, and all of said lands are covered and 
included herein as fully, in all respects, as if the 
same had been actually and properly described 
herein.”
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OIL AND 
GAS TITLES 

– NON-
APPORTIONMENT 

DOCTRINE

Rule:  Raised with 
conveyance of divided 

interests.

Ø 1) X (owns 
minerals, executes lease 

on all)

Ø 2) X deeds 
east 1/2 to Z

Ø 3) Lessee 
drills well on east 1/2; Z is 
entitled to all production 

under Rule of Capture

Solution: X should have 
reserved all or an 

undivided interest in 
minerals conveyed to Z

Reservation should use 
clear “mineral” language 
(or NPRI language) and 

should avoid double and 
restated fractions
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OIL AND GAS 
TITLES –
ATTORNEY’S 
EXAMINATION

4.           reflect these conclusions in a title opinion.

3. formulate legal and factual conclusions based on the 
examination; and

2. interpret the instruments in the chain of title;

1. examine the instruments revealed by the abstract or 
the record;

The basic distinction between the duty of the examining attorney and that of 
the abstractor or landman. The duties of the landman and the abstractor are to 

search the record and find, report, and assemble the facts. The duties of the 
examining attorney are to:

The Attorney's Examination
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OIL AND 
GAS TITLES 

– TITLE 
OPINIONS

Title Opinions

A title opinion reflects the results of the title examination 
and advises the client as to the current status of title and 
what is required to make title marketable. 

They generally advise the client regarding ownership of the 
surface, mineral, and leasehold interests. 

The opinion should address all aspects of title emanating 
from such ownership. 

Types of Title Opinions

At several stages in the course of leasing and developing land 
and marketing oil and gas production, title examinations 
and/or title opinions may be required. The most frequent of 
these stages are:

1. Lease purchase title opinions which are rendered 
before the lessee pays the lessor a bonus for executing an oil 
and gas lease.

2. Drilling title opinions which are rendered before 
drilling begins.

3. Division order title opinions which are rendered 
before production purchasers pay the owners of such 
production. 
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OIL AND GAS 
TITLES – TITLE 
OPINIONS

The first full title opinion rendered on a piece of 
property is the “original” title opinion. 

If a full title opinion is rendered at the lease 
purchase stage, then that opinion will be the 
“original” opinion, and a subsequent opinion 
rendered on the same property prior to drilling 
will be a “supplement” to the original opinion. 

While practices vary, most companies rely on 
record checks by landmen at the leasing stage 
and do not secure formal title opinions at that 
time. 

The opinion prepared prior to drilling is typically 
the “original” opinion. 

If drilling results in production, a Division Order 
Title Opinion must be prepared to facilitate 
preparation of “division orders.” 
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OIL AND GAS 
TITLES -
CURING TITLE 
DEFECTS

Title requirements and curative matters 
represent two sides of the same coin; 
thus, curative considerations are part and 
parcel of the examination process. 
Attorneys and landmen often work closely 
together in curing title defects. 
Consequently, both the examining 
attorney and the landman should 
understand the available curative tools.

Generally, the major types of curative 
procedures are as follow: 

(1) voluntary curative action, 

(2) compliance with curative statutes, and

(3) suits to clear title (“Quite Title”). 
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Questions?
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